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"I love UW because I have been able to

foster an enviornment away from my

parents where I am still supported. I have

found many great friends, professors, and

jobs that make me call UW home."

Maya Koch
Psychology, Statistics minor,
Senior

"I stay at UW for the community we've

created here of students who always

support one another! There is limitless

opportunity here that you can't find

anywhere else."

John Houghton
Political Science, Spanish and
Communications minors, Senior

"I stayed because the slightly smaller size

at UW provided a true college experience

but the opportunity to form close

relationships with students and faculty."

Luke DeHoff
Criminal Justice, Sociology,
Senior

"I stay at UW because I feel supported!

Someone else wants me to succeed just as

much as I want myself to succeed!"

Dani Ernste
Biology, Sophomore
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"I stay at UW because we’re a cowboy

family, I am valued as a leader and a

student at UW.  I continue my degree here

because UW wants to see me succeed."

Madison Singh
International Studies, Sophomore

"I first came to the university because it

was affordable. When I got here, I found

caring teachers and staff, a multitude of

activities to participate in, life long

friends, and a new place to call my own."

Julia Cathey
Social Work, Music minor, Senior

"UW feels like home, the people are warm

and welcoming and always willing to help.

Completing my degree here is an

investment and will pay itself a hundred

times over no matter what I do in life."

Boone Scheiffer
Art Education, Graphic Design,
Senior

"I love my major and I love the people

here! I have made so many friends at UW

within just the first years and cannot wait

to meet and share a little bit of myself

with every person that I will meet in the

future!!"

Grace Zielinski
Nursing, Sophomore

"UW is more than an insitution, the staff

and faculty have gone above and beyond

to invest in my future. UW is home."

Mady Lundblad
Elementary Ed., Psychology,
Music minor, Senior

"I love the connections I've been able to

make with my professors, the quality of

the education, and the accessibility of our

arts programs!"

Soren Ostergren
Social Work, Junior


